Movement and electromyographic disorders associated with cerebellar dysmetria.
The objective of these experiments was to determine whether dysmetric elbow flexions, which occurred during cerebellar dysfunction, had the same kinematic and electromyographic characteristics as movements of the same amplitude and velocity performed under normal conditions. Reversible cerebellar lesions were produced by cooling through two probes implanted on either side of the dentate nucleus in five Cebus albifrons monkeys. Normal, fast, and accurate elbow flexions had single-peaked velocities and a bi- or triphasic EMG pattern in agonist and antagonist muscles. During cerebellar dysfunction movements became ataxic. Ataxic movements were classified into two categories: those with oscillations (tremor) during the movement and those without oscillations. A terminal tremor occurred after both types of movements. Oscillations during movements were more likely to occur when a constant force loaded the antagonist. Addition of mass to the handle attenuated or abolished the oscillations. Movements with oscillations reached the target with increased variability of end position, whereas movements without oscillations were often hypermetric. The movement parameters and EMG patterns associated with flexions without oscillations during the movement were studied in detail. A characteristic of these movements was that the acceleration and deceleration phases were asymmetric. Compared with control movements of the same peak velocity, they had smaller magnitudes of acceleration and larger magnitudes of deceleration. The large deceleration was abnormal because it initiated the terminal tremor. The disorder in acceleration was associated with agonist EMG activity that was less abrupt in onset, smaller in magnitude, and more prolonged in duration. The disorder in deceleration was associated with delayed onset of phasic antagonist EMG activity. The results show that hypermetric arm movements without oscillations have different properties than those of normal movements of similar velocity and amplitude. Thus it is unlikely that dysmetria results from inappropriate selection or triggering of an otherwise normal motor program. We conclude that normal function of the cerebellum is necessary for the generation of agonist and antagonist muscle activity that is both of the appropriate magnitude and timing to control the dynamic phase of arm movements.